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CONTACT BETWEEN ELASTIC BODIES — III. DUAL FINITE 
ELEMENT ANALYSIS 
JAROSLAV H A S L I N G E R , IVAN HLAVÁČEK 
(Received August 24, 1979) 
In Part I and II of this paper, the primary variational formulation of the contact 
problem — i.e., in terms of displacements — has been studied. In the present part, 
we use a dual variational formulation of the same problem, — i.e., in terms of 
stresses For simplicity, we restrict ourselves to the problems with a bounded contact 
zone and with polygonal boundaries. 
The dual formulation — i.e. principle of minimum complementary energy is 
deduced in Section 1 via the theory of a saddle-point. In contradistinction to the 
primary principle — i.e. minimum of potential energy — we obtain a uniquely 
solvable formulation even in case that the primary formulation has an infinity of 
solutions. 
In section 2 we define approximations to the dual variational problem on the 
basis of self-equilibriated triangular block-elements, which have been proposed by 
Watwood and Hartz [3] and studied in [4] and [5]. An a priori L2-error estimate is 
proved under a hypothesis that the solution is sufficiently regular. An algorithm for 
the approximations is presented in Section 3. 
1. D U A L V A R I A T I O N A L F O R M U L A T I O N O F T H E C O N T A C T P R O B L E M 
W I T H A B O U N D E D C O N T A C T Z O N E A N D Z E R O F R I C T I O N 
Starting with the primary variational formulation — the principle of minimum 
potential energy — we derive a dual formulation — the principle of minimum 
complementary energy — via theory of a saddle-point. To this end, we recall first 
the concept of the saddle-point. 
Let stf, (M be two non-empty sets, Jf7 a real functional, defined on ^/ x f. The 
pair {u, X} will be called a saddle point of Jtf7 on s/ x 0$, if 
(1.1) J f (u, //) g J f (w, X) ^ 3P(v, X) Vv e st , V j u e J . 
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Lemma 1.1. Let {u, X\ be a saddle point ofJ^ on s4 x &. Then 
Jf(u, X) = inf sup Jf(v, ft) = sup inf Jf(v, / i ) . 
vestf neffi neSfi VGJ& 
For the p r o o f — see e.g. [2] — chpt. 5. 
Let us recall the primary variational formulation of the contact problem (cf. 
[1] — Section 1). We introduced the following notation 
W= {u\u = (u', u") e [H 1 ^' ) ] 2 x VH\Q")Y) > 
V = {u e W\ u' = 0 on FM, u"n = 0 o n F0} , 
K = {v e V| v'n + v; g 0 on FK} , 
A(u, v) - c0.fcm cl7(u) e/cw(v) dx , 
J Q'uQ" 
L(v) = FtVi dx + P^v,- ds , 
JiQ'ufY' JTT'uTr'' 
J*?(v) = i A(v, v) - L(v). 
The primary problem is to find u e K such that 
(1.2) S£(u) = <£{y) V v e K . 
Let us introduce a set S of new parameters as follows: 
S = {jr = (^ . . ) ; i, j = 1, 2, ^ e L2(£>), JT12 = ^21} , 
:Q = <3' U G" . 
Setting 
(1.3) Jf%i = eu(v), ij= 1 ,2 , 
we may write 
Av) = J f ^ / ju^/ j^/ dx - L(v) = 2x{Jf, v) 
2 JQ 
and the primary problem (1.2) is equivalent to the minimization of S£ x(Jf, v) with 
the constraints (1.3). The latter problem can be solved by means of Lagrange multi-
pliers / and the following Lagrangian Jf: 
.rflyr, »], A) = J S ? , ^ , v) + J \ K W - -^y) dx . 
It is readily seen that 
0 if .riJ = eij(v) v u 
sup 
лeS , 
A.X«uW - ^ÍJ) d x = • 
i \ + oo íf not. 
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Consequently, any solution u of the primary problem (1.2) satisfies the relation 
(1.4) $£{u) = inf Seiy) = inf sup Jf([jV, v], X) . 
veK veK AeS 
jfeS 
The following variational problem 
(1.5) sup inf J^([Jr,v'],X) 
XeS ljf,v]eSxK 
is called dual to the (primary) problem (L4). It is desirable to investigate the relation 
between the values of (1.4) and (1.5). To this end we apply lemma LI. First we prove 
Lemma 1.2. Let {[JV*, V*] , A*} be a saddle point of J f on iV x S, where iV = 
= S x K. Then a solution u of the primary problem exists and 
Jf* = e(u) , v* = u , A* = T(U) , 
where e(u) and T(U) are t/?e corresponding strain and stress tensor, respectively. 
Proof. From (1.1) we deduce: 
(1.6) dxje([J^*, v*], l*) = 0 o A/"* = eu(v*) , 
(1.7) d,rtf([jV*9 v*], A*) = 0 *> A* = cl7U^V* , 
(1.8) 5V3V([^V*, v*], 1*) (v - v*) = 0 Vv e K 
(where e.g. <5; Jf
7 denotes the partial Gateaux derivative of J f with respect to X). 
The inequality (1.8) together with (1.6) and (1.7) implies 
A(v*, v - v*) = L(v - v*) Vv e K . 
Consequently, v* is a solution of the problem (1.2). 
Lemma 1.3. Let u be a solution of the primary problem. Then {[e(u), u], T(U)} 
is a saddle point of J f on iV x S. 
Proof. We have to verify that 
34?([e(u), u], pi) = Je([e(u), u], T(u)) = #§Jf % v], T(U)) 
holds for any /i e S and [J/\ v] G #~. 
The left-hand inequality turns to an equality due to the definition of Jf\ The 
right-hand inequality can be written in the following form 
*-J> 
- i cim e ř/u) ekl(u) dx - L(u) g 
jы^ij^ы dx - L(v) + c w ЄJЫM M
v ) ~ -^y) d x > 
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which is equivalent to 
~ I cijkl(J
r
i} - eu(u) (JTkl - ekl(u)) dx + 
2 J Q 
+ I cijkl ehl(u) eu(v - u) dx ^ L(v - u) Vv e K , V / e S . 
The latter inequality, however, is an easy consequence of the ellipticity of the coef-
ficients cijkl (cf. (1.4) in [1] — 1) and the definition of u. 
Lemma 1.4. Let a solution u of the primary problem (1.2) exist. Then 
(1.9) r£(u) = inf sup J^([jr, v], A) = sup inf JfflyV, v], A) . 
./YeS AeS AeS ./YeS 
veX veX 
Proof. Using (1.4), Lemma 1.3 and Lemma 1.1, the assertion follows. 
Next let us simplify the dual problem (1.5) by an elimination of the variables 
jyV, v]. Consider the pinner" problem 
inf f ( [ / , v ] , l ) , 
where A e S is a fixed element. Obviously, we have 
(1.10) inf J f = i n f ^ / V , A) + infjJf2(v,A) 
where 
j e ^ , X) = - f C ^ y . / ^ d X - f Ay./TydX , 
-- J.Q J « 
(1.11) JT2(v, X) = I A,7 e,,.(v) dx - L(v). 
J D 
We can find easily that 
(1.12) inf J f ^ A) - ^ ( ^ * , A) = - - f a/iUA0-Au dx , 
jreS 2 J D 
where a , ^ are coefficients of the inverse generalized Hooke's law and Jr*j = 
— aijkirki-
Let there exist a v0 e K such that ^ 2 ( v 0 , A) < 0. Since K is a convex cone, tv0 e K 
and 
^2(*vo> A) -> - co for t -> + co . 
If ^f 2(v, A) ^ 0 for all v e K, then 
inf Jf 2(v, A) - J f 2(0, A) - 0 . 
Denote 
(1.13) K^p = {A e S | J f 2(v, A) g 0 Vv e K} . 
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We thus obtained that 
(i.i4) M^2(V,X) = (° ;[
 Xef+^ 
veK \ — 0 0 11 A $ K F p . 
Lemma 1.5. Let a solution u of the primary problem exist. Then KPP is a non­
empty, closed and convex subset of S. 
Proof. We show that T(U) belongs to KP P. In fact, 
TU(U) eij(v - u) dx ^ L(v - u) \fve K 
Q 
holds and substituting v = u + w, where w is any element of K, we obtain 
3V2(
W> < " ) ) = T0{u) e;,(w) - L(w) ^ 0 VW G K . 
The convexity and closedness of KPJ> is easy to see. 
From (1.10), (1.12) and (1.14) it follows that 
inf M([Jf,v\X) = ( ~ ^ I \f^ 
t^,y-\eiV \ — 00 11 AfKp^p 
Q.E.D. 
where 
Consequently, we have 
Sŕ(X) - - üijыÅijÃыáx . 
2 J Q 
sup inf jf([J^,v],X)= sup (-Sf(X)) = - inf Sf(X). 
AeSLT>]e~r AeK F ) P
 + AeKF > P
 + 
Moreover, if a saddle point of #? on "lSV x S exists, then 
(1.15) - inf S?(X)= -ST(T(U)) = jgf(u), 
AeK F , P + 
where u is a solution to the primary problem. In fact, the assertion follows from 
Lemmas 1.2, 1.1 and 1.4. 
On the other hand, Lemma 1.3 guarantees the existence of a saddle point, provided 
a solution of the primary problem exists. 
In [1] — I, Section 2, we studied the existence and uniqueness of weak solutions 
of the primary problem @>u i.e., (1.2). Under the assumptions of Theorem 2.2 there, 
i.e. if 
(1.16) L(y) = 0 VyeXnf, 
L(y) < 0 Vy e K n M -=- ^ * , 
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a solution u of the primary problem exists. Since the difference of any two solutions 
belongs to the subspace 0t of rigid displacements, both e(u) and T(U) are determined 
uniquely. Consequently, if (VI6) holds, the saddle point of ffl exists, its last com-
ponent is uniquely determined and (VI5) is true. In other words, the dual problem 
to find X e Kp P such that 
(1.17) <?(X) S ^(u) V/L e K;> , 
has a unique solution X = T(U), where u is any solution of the primary problem. 
Thus we obtained a uniquely solvable formulation of a general class of contact 
problems in contradistinction to the primary variational formulation (see Section 2 
of [1] — I, where only the cases of one-dimensional spaces of rigid virtual displace-
ments have been considered). 
R e m a r k 1.1. The existence and uniqueness of the solution of (V17) can be proved 
directly, using Lemma V5 and the strict convexity of the functional £f\ 
R e m a r k V2. Let us ephasize that the dual problem is uniquely solvable, whenever 
the primary problem possesses a solution. The existence (and uniqueness) of the 
solution for the dual problem, however, follows directly, if the set Kp P is non-empty. 
Thus a possibility arises that the dual problem may have a solution even in some cases 
when the primary problem has not. We shall not investigate the latter question, but 
remark only that the set Kpj> is non-empty only if the condition (V16)i is satisfied. 
Consequently, (1.16)! is a necessary condition for the existence of a solution for both 
the primary and the dual problem. 
I n t e r p r e t a t i o n of the set Kp P 
For the purposes of an approximation, it is useful to study the set KPP of admissible 
stress fields more closely. 
Lemma 1.6. 1° Let XeKp P be sufficiently smooth. Then X satisfies the following 
conditions: 
(1.18) ^ ' + F. = 0 in Q = Q'uQ", i = 1, 2 , , 
dxj 
(1.19) V*,. = P< on r t = r ; u r ; , 1 = 1,2, 
(1.20) Tt(X) = 0 on F0 , 
(1.21) Tt(X') = Tt(X") = 0 on TK, 
(1.22) Tn(X')= Tn(X")^0 on TK. 
2° Conversely, let XeS be sufficiently smooth and let it satisfy (1.18) —(1.22). 
Then XeKp~fP. 
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Proof. 1° Integrating by parts we obtain for any v e K 
f Xu eu(v)dx = - f v, jH + f (T„(A) v„ + T,(A) v,)ds 2: f Ftvtdx + f ?,», ds. 
J*2 J& ^X j JdQ'vdQ" JQ J Tr 
Inserting vf = ±<pf e C£(Q
M), M = ', ", we are led to (1.18). Hence we obtain 
F,(A) v(- ds ^ P^ ds W e K . 
JdQ'veQ" J rx 
Choosing vt = ±ij/i such that the traces of \jj have their support in Fr, we obtain 
(119). 
Let us choose v' = 0, v" with vn = 0, v"t = +(/> on F0, where the support of \j/ 
is in F0. Consequently, (1.20) follows. 
It remains to analyze the inequality 
(1.23) f (Tn(X') vn + Tt(X') v't + Tn(X") v"n + Tt(X") v'/)ds ^ 0 W e K . 
JTK 
Choosing veV such that vj = v"t = 0 and v'n = — vj,' = ±cp on FK, <pe CJ^F*;), 
we obtain 
Í (T„(Я') - T„(Я")) Ф ds = 0 . Гк 
Hence 
F„(A') = Tn(X") on FK . 
Let us choose v e V such that vn = v^ = 0, v'[ = 0 v't = ±(p on FK. Then (1.23) 
yields Ff(A') = 0 on FK. The condition Fr(A") = 0 can be derived in a similar way. 
It remains 
I T„(A) (t?; + «£) ds ž 0 Vv e £ rK 
and T,,(A) ^ 0 follows, using the condition v^ + i£ ^ 0 on TK. 
2° Let us multiply (1.18) by a function vh where v e K , and integrate over Q by 
parts. We obtain 
0 = — Xij —- dx + Fjt?j dx + XijtijVi ds = 
Jr? ^ x i JQ JeQ'ueQ" 
= ~ I *y ̂ jW d* + LW + I r*W « + 0 d* • 
J*-" JTK 
From the definition of K and (1.22) we conclude that the last integral is non-negative 
and consequently, A e Kp P. 
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2. APPROXIMATIONS OF THE DUAL PROBLEM WITH A BOUNDED 
CONTACT ZONE 
As usually, finite-dimensional approximations of the set KPP of admissible stress-
functions are needed. To this end, it is suitable first to find a ^particular" solution X 
of the non-homogeneous conditions (1.18), (1.19) and then to write 
X = X + T , 
where T are self-equilibriated stress fields. 
Since the system of forces Fh Pt acting on Q" has a non-zero resultant, it is necessary 
to introduce reaction forces (normal vector loading) on FK, with respect to both Q" 
and Q'. 
Lemma 2.1. If XeS satisfies (1.18), (1.19), then 
(2.1) T{X") ds = - ( Fi dx + Pt- ds + f T{X") d s ) , i = 1,2. 
JrK \JQ" Jrr" J To / 
Proof. Using (1.18) and (1.19), we may write 
- f Ft dx = f °^i dx = I XЏj ás 
J Q" J Q" VXj J ÕQ'r 
Pids + f TЏ")ds + f Т t (Г)ds, 
J To JГк 
and (2.1) follows. Q.E.D. 
Observing Lemma 2.1, we can choose a simplest distribution of the reaction forces 
Tn(X) on TK. 
E x a m p l e 1. Let F0 consist of straight segments parallel with xx-axis and FK be 




T„(ľ) = T„(Я") = g on Гк , 
~(l Fidx + Px ds ii . u^ € dx? = const. 
In fact, using T^l) = Tt(X) = 0 on F0 and dx2 = n[ ds , Tt(X) = 0 on FK, we realize 
that the choice (2.2), (2.3) satisfies the necessary equilibrium conditions (2.1). More-
over, the necessary condition for the existence of a solution is 
(2.4) VI = F! dx + Pids ^ 0 
Tт" 
(cf. Remark 1.2 and (1.16)x). Hence g = 0 and (1.22) is also true. 
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Example 2. For the same F0 and fK with n"2 > 0 on TK, we choose (2.2) with 
g = 0 and 
(2.5) T(I') = Tr(I") = a, = - V, 
Obviously, l$KptP, unless Vx = 0. 
Example 3. Let F0 = 0 and TK be a straight segment parallel with A^-axis. We 
can choose 1 such that 
(2.6) Tn(l") = -T2(l") = V2/f ds = g on TK, 
where V2 = J ^ F2 dx + JFc« P2 ds. Since V2 g 0 is necessary for the existence of 
a solution, we have Tn(l") rg 0 on TK and (1.22) can also be satisfied. 
R e m a r k 2.1. It is not essential for 1 to belong to Kp P. From the practical point 
of view, however, 1 should be such that Tt(l) are constant on TK. Then we can con-
struct internal approximations of Kp P, which is advantageous. 
R e m a r k 2.2. An algorithm for finding 1 will be considered in Section 3. 
Henceforth we choose the configuration of Example 1 to show the approximations 
of Kp P in detail. Let the stress field 1 satisfy the following condition 
(2.7) f lu eu(v) dx = L(v) + f g(vn + <) ds Vv e V. 
Jn J rK 
Obviously, it holds 
X e Kp P o X — 1 = T £ t 0 , 
where 
m0 = | T e S | f TU eu(v) dx ^ - g f (v'n + vn) ds Vv e K J . 
Lemma 2.2. 1° Let T e t 0 be sufficiently smooth. Then T satisfies homogeneous 
equations (1.18), (1.19), (1.20), (1.21) and 
(2.8) T B ( T ' ) = Tn(T")^ -g on F^. 
2° Let Q be divided into a finite number of closed subdomains Kr, 
Q = U Kr, Kr n Ks = 0 if r 4= s . 
r 
Let TES satisfy the homogeneous equations (1.18) in every Kr, homogeneous 
boundary conditions (1.19), (1.20), (1.21) and (2.8). Moreover, let the stress vector 
T(T) be continuous across any common boundary of two adjoint subdomains, i.e. 
T C 0 k + T(*)\KS = 0 on Kr n Ks Vr + s . 
Then T e t 0 . 
P roof is analogous to that of Lemma 1.6. 
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R e m a r k 2.3. If the condition (2.4) holds, %0 is non-empty, since it contains the 
zero element. Moreover, 6U0 is convex and closed subset of 5. 
Substituting X = 1 + T into the definition (1.17) of the dual problem, we obtain 
an equivalent dual problem: to find T° e 6ll0 such that 
(2.9) J(i°) S J(T) VT e m0 , 
where 
J ( T ) = ~ aijki?v(?ki + 2 ž y d x . 
2 J Q 
2.1. AN EQUILIBRIUM FINITE ELEMENT MODEL 
Since the admissible stress functions in the equivalent dual problem (2.9) have to 
satisfy the homogeneous equations (1.18) of equilibrium, we need some finite-
dimensional subspaces with the same property. To this end, we can employ an equilib-
rium stress field model proposed by Watwood and Hartz [3]. 
The model consists of triangular block-elements, each of them being generated 
by connecting the vertices of a general triangle with its centre of gravity. On each 
subtriangle 3 linear functions — components of a self-equilibriated stress field are 
defined. The stress vector has to be continuous when crossing any common boundary 
of two subtriangles. 
For an arbitrary triangle K let us define the space of self-equilibriated linear stress 
fields as follows 
M(K) = { T U = pt + fi2Xl + P3x2, T2 2 = j84 + p5xt + /?6x2, 
T12 = T21 = P-j ~ P6Xl - p2X2} , 
Fig. 1 
where P e K7 is an arbitrary vector. It is readily seen that diijjdXj = 0 in K for any 
3 
T e M(K), i = 1,2. Next let us consider a triangular block-element K = (j Kt (see 
Fig. 1) and define £ = 1 
N(K) = {T = ( T \ T2, T3) | tf = T\Ki e M(Kt), 
T(T*) + T(x1'1) = 0 on 0ah i = 1, 2, 3, modulo 3} . 
The last equations mean that the stress vectors are continuous across any side 0ah 
Theorem 2.1. Let an arbitrary external loading T° of the triangle K be given, 
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such that (i) it varies linearly along the sides of K, and (ii) it satisfies the global 
equilibrium conditions. 
Then a unique stress field T e N(K) exists such that 
T(T) = 7 ° on OK . 
Moreover the following estimate holds 
(2A0) max ||Tl'||C(KO ^ c(ot) max \Tk°(s)\ , 
i = l , 2 , 3 sedK 
k=l,2 
where the constant c(cc) depends on the minimal angle a of K only. 
For the p r o o f — see [4] — Theorem 2.L 
Let G be a bounded polygonal domain, h e (0, 1> a parameter, 3Th a triangulation 
of G. Define 
/. = max diam K , 
Ke.Th 
Nh(G) = {T e S| T|K e N(K) VK e &~h, T(T)\K + T(T) | K , = 0 on any K n K'} , 
E(G) = {T e [Hl(G)f\ T1 2 = T2 1 , dx^Xj = 0 in G, i = 1,2}. 
Theorem 2.2. There exists a linear continuous mapping rh : E(G) -> Nh(G) 
such that for any T e E(G) n [H2(G)]4 
C2-11) l!T - V||[L2(G)]4 ^ C h
2\\4lHHG)r 
holds, where C does not depend on h and T, provided the family {^~h} of triangula-
tions is regular (cf. [ l ] — II, Section 2.1). 
For the p r o o f — see [4] — Theorem 2.5. 
R e m a r k 2.4. The estimate (2.11) follows also from some results of Johnson and 
Mercier [5]. 
The mapping rh from Theorem 2.2 is defined "locally" on every triangular block-
element K e ZTh as follows: 
The stress vector components T&(T) on any side Sj of K are projected in L2(Sj) 
onto the space Pi(S/) of linear functions. By these projections T°, the stress field 
rhT\K eN(K) is determined uniquely, by virtue of Theorem 2.1. 
R e m a r k 2.5. Any stress field TeNh(G) satisfies the equilibrium equations 
dTijjdxj = 0, i = V 2 in the sense of distributions. 
2.2. APPROXIMATIONS OF THE DUAL PROBLEM BY AN EQUILIBRIUM 
FINITE ELEMENT MODEL 
Assume that both Q' and Q" are bounded polygonal domains. We define an 
approximation of °U0 as follows: 
Voh - # 0 n Nh(Q), 
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where 
Nh(Q) = {(-', T")| T
MeNh(Q
M), M = ', "} . 
We say that TH e tf/oh is an approximation of the dual problem, if 
(2.12) j(Th) = J(T) VT6^ 0 f t . 
Lemma 2.3. If (2.4) holds, there exists a unique solution of the problem (2.12). 
Proof. Obviously, Nh(Q) cz S is a linear and finite-dimensional subset, therefore 
it is closed and convex. Using Remark 2.3, we conclude that also °Uoh is closed, convex 
and non-empty. Since the functional J is differentiable and strictly convex, the 
existence and uniqueness of Th follows easily. 
An algorithm for finding TH will be presented in the next Section. Here we shall 
try to estimate the error 
| | ; __ )h\\ _ || 0 __ All 
\\A A ||0,fl ~~ | | T T ||0,-Q 
where 
2 = 1 + T o, A" = I + T \ |H |O, 0 = INI^(fi)]-
To this end we employ a lemma of Mosco and Strang [6]. 
Lemma 2.4. Let an element Wh e tf/oh exist such that 
(2.13) 2T° - Whe<&0. 
Then it holds 
(2A4) ||T° - T*||0>0 g C| |T° - W"||0,«. 
For the p roof — see [6] or [7] — Lemma 2.1. 
Hence it remains to construct a Wh e tf/Qh, satisfying (2.13) and sufficiently close 
t O T ° . 
Theorem 2.3. Let F0 consist of straight segments parallel with xx-axis and TK 
be a straight segment such that n'[ > 0 on TK. 
Assume that T°\QM e [H
2(QM)]2, M = ', ", and T„(T°) E H2(TK). Let the family 
of tr[angulations { ^ } , 0 < h _ 1, satisfy the following conditions: 
(Al) it is regular (cf. [ l ] — II, Section 2.1); 
(A2) a positive number /i exists, independent of h and such that the ratio of any 
two sides in £Th is less than /?; 
(A3) between TK and F0 in Q" and between TK and Tu in Q
r the triangulation 3~h 
is inscribed into smooth "vaulted strips" with bounded curvature and bounded 
slope Ii9| _ 0 < 7i/2, (0 independent of h), which are perpendicular to F0 
and FK — see Fig. 2. 
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Then 
| |T° -T* | „ . D 5 iC(T° ) / .
3 ' 2 , 
where C(T°) does not depend on h. 
Proof is based on Lemma 2.4 and the two following lemmas. 
Fig. 2 
Lemma 2.5. Assume that T° e H2(QM), M = l, l!, Tn(x°) e H
2(TK). Then a piece-
wise linear function \\jh on TK exists with the nodes determined by the triangulation 
£Th (discontinuous, in general) and such that 
фh ás = 1 
Jrк J гк 
Tn(rhт°)ás 
2Tn(T°) + g S^
hS -g on TK, 
lTn(ryyrio,rKSCh
2\^7^i , 
d s \\o,rK 
where rh is the mapping from Theorem 2.2. 
P r o o f is analogous to that of Lemma 4.2 in [8], 
Lemma 2.6. Let the triangulations 3Th satisfy conditions (Al), (A2), (A3). Given 
a piecewise linear function cph on TK, with the nodes determined by 3\ and such 
that 
(2.15) ęh ás = 0 . 
Then there exists a function wh e Nh(Q) such that 
(2.16) T(wh) = 0 on fr, 
(2.17) T,(wh) = 0 on f0 , 
(2.18) T,(whl) = T,(whl1) = 0 on TK, 
(2A9) T„(wh|)= T„(w"H) = cp" on rK, 
(2-20) \Wh\\o,o^Ch-l/2\\<ph\\0,rK. 
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Proof . Consider e.g. the domain Q" and the triangulation ZTh9 satisfying (A1) 
(A3) - see Fig. 2, where TK = AU9 F0 3 DV. 
1° Let ABCD be the upper "vaulted strip". On the edge AB we have a force 
\ = \ cpás 
(henceforth the superscript h will be omitted), perpendicular to AB, acting in AB 
and a moment Ml9 where 
(2.21) \Ml\ = V*\«
AW -
1 } ' l! 3 \cp(A)\ + KB)| 
holds if (B(A) < 0, cp(B) > 0, |^(A)| ^ \cp(B)\ or A^ = 0 if <p(A) <p(B) = 0. 
The stress field response to the loading Pl and Mx will be estimated separately. 
2° The loading by the force Pv Let the stress vectors on the upper edge AEXFX ... 
of the strip be zero (Fig. 3). On the lower edge BFF ..., however, let a piecewise 
constant loading qt acts, parallel to the x2-axis, and such that the resultants Vj = 
j 
— ^1 ~~ Z ^the2J = 1, 2, ..., are parallel to the tangent t of the arc AD at the points 
i = l 
Ej, Fl5 ..., and act inside the sides EtE> FXF9 ... . 
Fig. 3 
We can show that all stress vector components in the strip ABCD are bounded 
above by the number 
C max \cp\ , 
Ex 
where C is independent of h. 
In fact, we may write (see Fig. 4) 
(2.22) \PX\ = \ sx\cp(A) + cp(B)\ = sx max \<p\ , 
AB 
\VX\ = IP i lcos^oCOs
- 1 9X = \PX\ . co s "
1 e 
|Gi| = k i ' i | = \pi\ c o s S0(tg »o - tg SO = 
= IPjJcos-1 Sj . s in(30 - Si) S 
= IPjjcos"
1 0 . liO"1 = Cp\Px\ . lx , 
where O denotes the radius of the curvature at the point Ex. 
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Consequently, we have 
(2.23) \qt\ __ C/3|P_| = Cxh max |<p| . 
AB 






Next let us consider the stress vectors on the side FF_. They are equivalent with 
the resultant V2, which acts at the point F2, FF2 = z0, FFl = s3 (see Fig. 5). It holds 
(2.24) 
where 
Уl = І 53(^l + *0 
^ Г Q = І 5 з ( ^ l r l + ^ Г ) 
r_ = | s 3 cos x , r = _-s3 cos >_ , 
r 0 = z 0 cos x , 2 0 < 3̂ • 
The solution of (2.24) with respect to x_, x yields that 
_ 2V2(r - r_) 
Si(r - r_) 
One easily derives the following inequalities 
r - r0 
r - r_ 
= 
3 5 3 --0 
5 з 1 
_ 3 £ ° < 2 
|x_| __ — |V2 | __ C — max \cp\ __ C/? max |<p| , 
s3 s3 AB AB 
where (2.22) has been employed. 
A similar estimate can be deduced for x. The stress vectors on the side FtG can 
be estimated by an analogous way. 
3° The loading by the moment Mv From (2.21) it follows 
|M i | _5 \s\ max \cp\ . 
AB 
Let both the upper and lower edge of the strip ABCD be without loading. Consider 
any side connecting the upper with the lower edge, e.g. FF_. The moment M_ will be 
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equivalent with a linear loading, perpendicular to FFT, the maximal value of which 
can be estimated as follows 
(2.25) \m\ = -- |M-| S (— ) max |<p| = /52 max \cp\ . 
S3 \S3J AB AB 
4° Consider an arbitrary "interior vaulted strip", between the strips ABCD and 
TUVZ — see Fig. 2. We shall construct the stress vectors, bounded again by C max \cp\. 
rK 
Let the upper edge be loaded by a piecewise constant load — qf, acting "upwards" 
and the lower edge by a piecewise constant load Of "downwards". The differences 
^g, — V? " qf a r e such that the resultants 
Vf> = P„-iAqilfi2, y = 1,2, ... 
; = l 
where 
cp d s , 
в „ = f < 
J s i < " > 
are parallel to the corresponding tangent of the upper arc, as previously. 
Besides, qt equals to qf of the neighbouring strip above, of course. 
The resultants V[n) can be estimated as in the strip ABCD. By an analogy to (2.23), 
we may wnte 
|gf| = Y, \^(ij)\ = X chmax M = ̂ i m a x \(p\ ' 
I=l 7 = 1 EK EK 
using the inequalities 
nh S hp min s*/0 g /? £ s ^ ^ jff mes Fx , 
j=1.2,...,H j 
5° The loading by the moment M„, acting on the interior vaulted strip, can be 
estimated as that by Ml in the upper strip. 
6° Finally, let us show that the loading q? of the lower strip TUVZ equals to zero 
if the resultants V\N) are parallel to the same tangent t at the corresponding vertex 
of the edge AFi ... D. 
Let AU = TK consist of N sides $[
l), ..., S^. The following equations hold for 










where AQU) = Q[J> - QT'\ Q? = lUWiU\ J = 1, 2, ...,N. 
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Since (2.15) implies that 
E Pj - f <P ds = 0 , 
j=i JrK 
by adding we obtain 
-OAw>e2 = £ v < j > . 
y = i 
The vectors on both sides have different directions and consequently Q(1
iV) = 0, 
£v^> = o. 
j = i 
Considering the second column of quadrangles, we prove that Q(2
N) = 0, changing 
only Pj for V[J\ j = 1, 2 , . . . , N, a.s.o. 
7° The triangulation of Q'' outside the vaulted strip AUVD can be chosen arbitrari-
ly, it must fit in the division of the arcs AD and UV, of course. We choose zero stress 
field everywhere outside AUVD. 
8° On the domain Q' a parallel approach can be used. 
9° The above method of construction of the stress vectors guarantees that each 
triangular element K is loaded by self-equilibriated linearly distributed external 
forces. Theorem 2.1 can be applied to obtain a uniquely determined stress field 
vvh|KeN(K) and the estimate (2A0) holds. Since the condition of continuity of 
stress vector is also satisfied, we arrive at a stress field \vh e Nh(Q). From (2A0) and 
the above estimates it follows 
max ||ww||C(ir.) ^ c max \cp
h\ VK e <rh, 
1 = 1,2,3 l rK 
and the same bound is true for ||wfc||0jfl. 
It holds 
(2.26) max \cph\ g C h'il2\cph\\Lj{rK) . 
rK 
In fact, let AB be an arbitrary side of JTh on TK. Then 
j y ds = ilAB[cp(A)
2 + cp(B)2 + (cp(A) + cp(B))2] ^ ^IABMA)2 + <KB)2], 
consequently 
\cp(A)\2 + \cp(B)\2 ^ 6ti\\<p\\2L2iAB) ^ 6ph-
llcp\\2L2{rK) 
and (2.26) follows. 
Thus we obtain the inequality (2.20). By the construction of wh (especially of the 
stress vector T(wh)) it is easy to verify the boundary conditions (2.16)~ (2.19). 
Q.E.D. 
P roof of T h e o r e m 2.3. Let i]/h be the function from Lemma 2.5. If we set 
cp" = T„(rhT°) - if" , 
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then Lemma 2.6 implies that a wh e Nh(Q) exists, satisfying the boundary conditions 
(2.16)-(2.19) and the estimate (2.20). Defining Wh = rhT° - w", we obtain W
h e <W0h. 
In fact, Wh e Nh(Q) and, by virtue of the definition of rh (cf. Remark 2.4) 
T(Wh) = 0 on I\, 
Tt(W
h) = 0 on F0 , 
Tt(W
hl) = Tt(W
H) = 0 on TK, 
Tв(W») = T„(W
Һ") = T„(r„т°) (p Ф" й-g 
Hence (see also Remark 2.5) Wh e °ll0 follows. 
Moreover, we show that 
(2.27) 2т° - Wh e Щ0 . 
In fact, both T° and Wh satisfy homogeneous boundary conditions on FT for T and 
on F0, TK for Tt, respectively. Moreover, 
T„(2T° - Wh) = 2 T}1(T°) - ^ ~g on TK. 
Consequently, (2.27) follows. 





0 1! + Ikт 0 - Wh \0,Q = 
< ch2ҺЧ w \2,Q T- \\w |j0,fl : 
and for the last term Lemmas 2.6 and 2.5 imply 
w \0,Q < C h~
ll2\\(f)h\\ < C h3/2 
= C ,J Ur ||0,TK = L l n ás: 
T„(r°) 
0,ГK 
Finally, from Lemma 2.4 the error estimate follows. Q.E.D. 
R e m a r k 2.4. Let us discuss also the configuration of Example 3 in short, i.e., 
let F0 = 0 and TK be a straight segment, parallel with the x^axis. 
We construct a 1 satisfying (2.7), define °ll0, the equivalent dual problem (2.9), 
°7/0h and the approximations (2A2). If V2 ^ 0, °k0 contains the zero element and there 
exists a unique approximation Th. 
We can prove an analogue of Theorem 2.3, where the same regularity of T° is re­
quired, assumptions (Al), (A2) are preserved and (A3) is replaced by the following 
(A3'): in Q" the triangulations /^"..contain a fixed rectangle A UBC, independent of h, 
with AU = TK, which is divided into small rectangular elements. In Q
r the triangula­
tions ZTh satisfy the same conditions as in (A3). 
The proof is based on a modified Lemma 2.5, where a moment equilibrium con­
dition 
iA"sd.s = T„(rhT°)sds 
rK J rK 
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is added, and on an analogue of Lemma 2.6. To prove the latter lemma, we employ 
the idea of stress fields in a "beam" AUBC. Thus we obtain upper bounds C max |<p| 
rK 
for the linear stress vectors components on every side, as previously. 
3. ALGORITHM FOR APPROXIMATIONS OF THE DUAL PROBLEM 
In the theoretical analysis we used the stress vector components to determine the 
stress fields reNh(Q) — cf. Theorem 2.1. For practice, however, the stress tensor 
parameters P\,...,p7 (i = 1,2,3) (cf. Section 2.1) are more suitable. First we 
present a survey of some results of Watwood and Hartz [3], which can be employed 
immediately to construct an algorithm for the solution of the problem (2.12). 




0 0 0 
0 yJA 0 xt 





-x i 0 
S = MS , 
where S e R1 is a vector of coefficients, E Young's modulus, E0 a dimensionless 
quantity, being equal to the reference modulus, A the area of K;. 
Let the origin of coordinates (xl9 x2) be at the center of gravity of Kl9 the material 
be homogeneous and isotropic in Kh with a Poisson's constant a. Then we have 
(3.2) 
JKÍ 
jXкl dx = S
т/S . 






0, 0, yA, 
0, 0, 0, aSu 
0, 0. 0, ßSu OLÒX + yS2, 
0, 0, 0, otS12, (ß + y)Sí2, ocS2 + ySu 
0, 0, 0, ßS12, ocS12, ßS2, ocS2 
1 
(xj)2 dXi d x 2 , j = 1,2 , 
KІ 
S12 = - x1x2dx1 dx2; 
AjKi 
a, P, y are constants, specified for plane stress as 
a = 1 , p = -a , y = 2(1 + a) 
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and for plane strain as 
a = 1 - cr2 , p 
Likewise we could derive 
•a(\ + a), y = 2(1 + 
(3.3) Í я-,_ftЛ-A. dx = ( í.Iß~lJW dx) S> 
where A = (All9 A22, A12)
T, M is the matrix from (3.1) and B 1 is a (3 x 3) matrix 
of the corresponding inverse Hooke's law. 
Each of the stress vector components on a side a,Oj+i can be expressed in terms of 
external parameters S* e R4' and a parameter P e < — 1, 1>, as follows: 
Tt(p) = S* + Stp , 
F2(PHS* + S4*P. 








/here \a is the length of a2a3 and C the following (4 x 7) matrix: 
-2 V(A) (Y2 - Y3), 0, 2 V(A) (X2 - X3) 0, 
0, 0, 0, 0, 
0, 2 V(A) (Z 2 - X3), - 2 V(A) (Y2 - Y3), X
2
2 - X\, 
o, 0, 0, -(x2 - x3)\ 
-2(X2Y2 - X3Y3), - (X\ - X\), -(Yi- y3
2)" 
-2(X2 - X3) (Y2 - Y3), (X2 - X3)
2, (Y2 - Y3Y 
Yl-Y23, 2(X2Y2 - X3Y3), 0 
~(Y2- Y3)
2, -2(X2 - X3) (Y2 - Y3), 0 
(6) (c) 
By a cyclic permutation of indices, the matrices C and C can be obtained. Denote 
the external parameters on the side b S*, S*, S*, S* and on c S*, S*0, S*u S*2. For 
the total vector S* e R12 it holds 
(3.4) S* = CS , 
(o) (6) (c) 







i ( O 
. l; C. 
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The conditions of continuity for the stress vector across any common side of 
adjoint triangles take the form 
(3.5) S* + S* = 0 , 
(where the indices i,j correspond with the same basis functions but with different 
triangles). 
It is readily seen from the definition of %Qh = %0 n Nh(Q)9 that x e %oh if and only 
if: 
all constraints of the type (3.5) hold, 
(3.6) S* = 0 on any side atai+1 a FT, 
(3.7) S*t, + S*+2t2 = 0 on F0 u FK , 
(where tk denote the tangential vector components and (3.7) hold independently for 
TM€N ; j(0
M), M = 1J1), 
(3.8) [S*n\ +S*+2n
f
2-(S*+ln\ + Sj+zn2)]Q, S -g on FK , 
[ S > ; + S*+2n
f
2 + (S*+1n\ + S*+3n2)] f i, g -g on FK 
and conditions (3.5) for any common side of two triangles, which belongs to Fx. 
The following compensation of parameters is recommended. In each triangular 
block-element we exclude the internal degrees of freedom. Let the conditions of 
continuity at the segment Qa{ (see Fig. 1) be written as 
(3.9) AUS = 0 
where Au is a (12 x 21) matrix and S a (21 x l) matrix. There exists a regular 
(21 x 21) matrix Q such that 
(3.10) Atte = [ / | o ] , 
where I is the unit matrix. The matrix Q is not determined uniquely. It suffices even 
to replace I in (3A0) by any regular (12 x 12) matrix. Moreover, only the last nine 
columns of Q9 i.e. a matrix Ql9 is needed. 
Let us transform S as follows 
(3.u) s = <2S=[e0|ei]m, 
where Q is divided between 12th and 13th column and S accordingly. Substituting 
into (3.9), we obtain 
AUQS = [I | 0] S = 0 => S„ = 0 
and the transformation (3.11) is reduced to 
(3.12) S = Q.S , , 
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where Qx is a (21 x 9) matrix and St a (9 x 1) matrix. The parameters S, are 
independent degrees of freedom of the block-element. 
The functional J(r) of the equivalent dual problem can be evaluated in terms 
of Sj. 
Ke,Th i = 1 j 
amjkl?mj(?kl + 2>U d x = 
= H (iSVS + BlS) = X (iSTES + bT0S) = 
= z G^eT^eA + ^Gi$) - i ^ M + *T£ = J($I) , 
Ke^h 
(where the vectors S, Sz correspond with a subtriangle, block-element and the 
whole triangulation, respectively). The (N x N) matrix A is positive definite. 
Inserting (3.4) and (3.12) into the conditions of the type (3.5) —(3.8), we obtain the 
constraints 
(3.13) DS, = 0 , 
(3.14) ESt^ - g , 
where D and E are (px x N) and (p2 x N) matrices, respectively, g a vector with 
identical components, equal to g. 
Let us define the set 
® = {St e R
N | (3.13) and (3.14) are satisfied} . 
Thus we arrived at the problem to find a e fM such that 
(3.15) J (a) ^ J(Sj) V ^ e J . 
One can apply e.g. the algorithm of Uzawa for solving (3A5) (cf. [2] - chpt. 5). 
Denote p = pt + p2 and 
[-]• ? 
the(p x N)and(p x 1) matrix, respectively. Introduce the set of admissible Lagrange 
multipliers 
A = {zeRP\Zj^0 for j = p t + 1, ..., p] . 
Choosing a z° e A, we calculate s° e RN from the system 
A5° = -b - B
TZ°. 
Having z", sn, the values o f z ^ ^ ^ + i a r e determined as follows 
^ n + 1 = P^z" + O(Bs" + G) ] , 
Asn+1 = - b - BV + 1 , 
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where PA denotes the projection onto the set A, i.e., 
лV <=> 
ÍУj = VJ> J = ь 
(ҳ, - max (0, v,-} , 
•»Pi 
j = Pi + 1, 
and O is a sufficiently small parameter. 
It can be proven that 5" -> cr in RN for n -> 00, where a is the (unique — see Lemma 
2.3) solution of (3.15), provided that rang B = pt + p2. 
Finally, let us discuss again a possible construction of the auxiliary stress field I 
(cf. Section 2). Again, we consider the configuration of Example 1 and choose the 
boundary condition (2.2) on rK. According to the interpretation of the set Kp P 
and (2.7) (see also Lemma 1.6 and Lemma 2.2), we may proceed as follows. 
Choose A ( 1 )GS, satisfying the equations (1.18) in Q = Q' u Q" (by simple in­
tegration with respect to xx or N2). 
Assume that F is a constant vector field (zero or gravitational forces in most cases) 
and P is a piecewise linear vector field. Then A(j} are linear polynomials over Q 
and T;(/l
(1)) are linear on every side of the polygonal boundaries dQ' u dQ". 
Setting 1 = A(1) + A(2) we may look for /i (2) in the space Nh(Q), satisfying moreover 
the following boundary conditions 
(3.16) 7-(Л<2)) = P - T(XW) on Tr, 
(3.17) T,(л(2>) = -T(À ( 1 )) on T0, 
(3.18) T,(л(2)l) = ŤÍ/2)")=-T((A
(ł)) on Гк, 
(3.19) T„Џm) = T„(A
(2>«) = g - T„(л(1>) on Гк 
Since the right-hand sides in (3.16) — (3.19) are linear or piecewise linear functions, 
the stress field X{2) exists. It can be constructed using the procedure described above. 
We employ the parameters §h and the formulas (3A), (3.12), (3.4), write the continuity 
conditions of the type (3.5) and express the boundary conditions (3.16) —(3.19) 
in terms of §l via (3.4) and (3.12). The undetermined values of Tn(X
(2)) on F0 and 
T;(/l(2)) on FM, i = 1, 2, can be chosen in such a way that the resulting system of 
linear equations is solvable. The choice corresponds with the global equilibrium 
of the body Q" and Q\ respectively. 
R e m a r k 3.1. The dual analysis enables us to find a posteriori error estimates 
and two-sided bounds of the exact energy. The derivation may follow e.g. the 
approach of [8] -- Section 5. 
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S o u h r n 
KONTAKT PRUŽNÝCH TĚLES — III. DUÁLNÍ ANALÝZA 
METODOU KONEČNÝCH PRVKŮ 
JAROSLAV HASLINGER, IVAN HLAVÁČEK 
Jednostranná kontaktní úloha dvou pružných těles s omezeným rozsahem kontaktu 
je formulována v napětích pomocí principu minima doplňkové energie. Definují se 
aproximace řešení, které se skládají z trojúhelníkových blokových rovnovážných 
prvků. V případě, že přesné řešení je dostatečně regulární, odvozuje se odhad chyby 
v normě L2. 
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